
Word

kafkasque

forerunner

seesaw 

volunteer

negligible

shun

overall

attempt

emerge

suffer

undesirable

avoidance

wage

profligate

lecture

carnivore

conviction

denote

intend

contribute

inevitable

catch forty winks

pigheaded

be crossed with someone



emphasize

appropriate

assume

approach

unemployed 

curriculum vitae

job offer 

establish

attention

follow

to nod

murmur

to shuffle

obtain

survey

aware

profoundly

conclude

pursue

conscious

engaged

brush up

derive

estimate

income



Definiton

of, relating to, or suggestive of Franz Kafka or his writings; having a nightmarishly 

complex, bizarre, or illogical quality 

a person or thing that precedes another; precursor, predecessor

a recreational device on which two children alternately ride up and down while seated 

at opposite ends of a long plank balanced at the middle

a person who performs a service willingly and withnout pay

so small, trifling, or unimportant that it may safely

be neglected or disregarded

to keep away from (a place, person, object, etc.), from motives of dislike, caution, etc.; 

take pains to avoid

including all the things or people that are involved in a particular situation; general

something that results from trying to do something

To feel pain or distress, sustain loss, injury, harm, or punishment.

Not wanted, unwelcome

not doing something; preventing something from existing or happening

a regular amount of money that you earn, usually every month, for job

using money, time, materials, etc. in a careless way

a talk that is given to a group of people to teach them about a particular subject, often 

as part of a university or college course

any animal that eats meat

a strong opinion or belief

to be a sign of something

to have a plan, result or purpose in your mind when you do sometihng

to increase, improve or add to something

that you cannot avoid or prevent

a short-time sleeping, usually when you are tired during a day and want to rest, you 

close your eyes only for a few minutes

someone who hardly changes his mind, when somebody´s head is strong

feeling bad because of someone, when someone hurt you



give extra weight to (a communication)

suitable for a particular person, condition, occasion, or place; fitting.

to take for granted or without proof: 

the method used or steps taken in setting about a task, problem,

a person who has no job   

an overview of a person's educational and professional history

formal offer of employment from a company

to set up something, found something

to concentrate to something, to observe

to go after somebody

to move your head down and then up

whisper

to move very slowly

to gain or get (something) usually by effort

an activity in which many people are asked a question or a series of questions in order 

to gather information about what most people do or think about something

knowing that something (such as situation, condition or problem) exists

deeply, extremly convinced about somethinf

to end a speech,piece of writing

follow someone,something

It s an adjecive which means that sb does sth with intention.

The adjective means that some place is full, that sb has no time and sb  is very busy. 

It s a phrasal verb which means that sb refreshes some old informations.

To obtain or receive from a source.

To calculate approximately (the amount, extent, magnitude, position, or value of 

something).

The amount of money or its equivalent received during a period of time in exchange 

for labor or services, from the sale of goods or property, or as profit from financial 

investments.



Example

Kafkaesque bureaucratic delays

Peniciln was the forerunner of modern 

antibiotics.

The girl fell off the seasaw in the park.

We need volunteers for a charity bazaar.

There was a negligible 

speed difference

She was shunned by her family when she 

remarried

When she finished painting, she stepped 

back to admire

the overall effect.

Her attempt at a home-cooked meal 

consisted of frozen fish sticks and a can of 

soup.

She suffered for years while married to 

him. He really suffers from asthma.

This decision may have undesirable 

consequences.

A person's health improves with the 

avoidance of stress.

We have reduces your wage because fo 

beeng late.

Profligate behavior is a lot of fun because 

is wasting money on extravagant luxury 

but you'll regret it later.

When I was studying at university I´ve 

never attended lectures as they were 

voluntary.

We can distinguish animals according to 

their diet to carnivores and herbivores.

According to my conviction I will never 

participate in politics.

A very high temperature always denotes a 

serious illness. 

We started later than we have intended.

Job satisfaction contributes to our well-

being.

It was an inevitable consequence of the 

desicion.

I was very tired after work, I must go to the 

bed and catch forty winks.

I didn´t persuade him go home, he is 

pigheaded so he continued in running 

away. 

I am crossed with my sister, she didn´t 

lend me a bike. 



Her gesture emphasized her words

Appropriate qualification

in the subject to be taught is necessary.

They assume that everyone wants peace

His approach to any problem was to 

prepare an outline. 

I got fired and now I'm unemployed. 

When I was looking for job I wrote my 

curriculum vitae.   

On the Internet you can find many job 

offers. 

I establish a church in the town.

You must pay an attention to these rules.

I follow you.

He nodded.

When I was passing them, I heard their 

murmur.

She shuffled into the kitchen.

I obtained a copy of the original letter.

A survey of adult learning experiences.

I am aware of mistakes I have done.

We are all profoundly greatful for your 

help.

She concluded speech with a joke.

The car was pursued by helicopters.

It was a counsious act.

He was very engaged person.

We have to brush up our knowledges from 

Maths.

I derived from technical literature in my 

seminar work.

I estimated time, which you need.


